The Zero-Point Energy Converter !!!
(Z-PEC Not OPEC!)
We are surrounded at all times by a ready-made power grid. It is called the Zero-point Energy Field, it is
made of countless invisible photons. My invention is a simple way to plug into that power grid, any time,
any place! This is the problem that I have solved: Normally, this power grid pushes just as hard on both sides
of an object. For example consider the flat, strong plate of metal that is pictured below; it is pushing just as
hard on each side; therefore; the photons cannot move it. This is why we cannot normally use this energy.
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But now, we will electrically-ground the plate and cover just one side of the plate of metal with very tiny holes or
grooves, that are mere millionths of a millimeter across; this prevents a portion of the zero-point energy grid
from pushing as hard on the bottoms of the grooves or holes; therefore, our power grid is now pushing harder
on the non-grooved side than on the grooved side as illustrated below; more arrows of force are pushing on
one side than on the other side because larger photons cannot fit inside the holes or grooves.
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My invention is a new variation of a thoroughly documented set of experiments where the zero-point energy
field is selectively suppressed inside some sort of cavity, but not outside that cavity! So far, the theoretical
calculations have matched the experimental results very closely! The following chart is a very reasonable
extrapolation of this body of experimental data. The smaller we make the individual holes or grooves, the more
powerful the resulting pressure is! This “Pressure” is pounds of force per inch of floor area of however many
holes or grooves fit into a square inch, at the various wall separation amounts.
This net force can propel, power or lift most machines. We will make motors for home-generators and other
devices , motors that consist of little more than one or more metal plates mounted to rotate a shaft; they will
require no electricity or fuel except for the Zero-Point Energy Grid. Ground and marine vehicles will not
require fuel or engines or propellers, just a pair of Casimir Plates to push them, and additional plates to hold
them up. Aerial Vehicles will not require, wings, propellers, jets or airports, but will silently take-off vertically,
into the air. Free energy means cheap desalination; deserts will bloom; now-marginal land will flourish!
Space Travel throughout the Solar System will not require rockets or long journeys; for example, plates will
constantly accelerate a vehicle with a one-g force to provide a continuous Earth-gravity-like acceleration;
humans will safely and inexpensively reach Mars in transit times of less than a month; it will also be
inexpensive to equip vehicles with appropriate shielding materials to protect against Space radiation; most
importantly, we will finally be able to redirect asteroids and comets before they hit the Earth, even with
a short notice of mere hours or days!
This will involve ordinary manufacturing techniques that are already commonly available. Basically the
new devices will be free, in the sense that people will be buying long-lasting machines with the same money
they used to spend on fossil, nuclear and hydro-electric power! We will build an ecologically sound World
Economy that is based on abundance rather than on planned-obsolescence and contrived shortages ! ! !

